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ABSTRACT

Context. The radiative losses in the solar chromosphere vary from 4 kW m−2 in the quiet Sun, to 20 kW m−2 in active regions. The
mechanisms that transport non-thermal energy to and deposit it in the chromosphere are still not understood.
Aims. We aim to investigate the atmospheric structure and heating of the solar chromosphere in an emerging flux region.
Methods. We have used observations taken with the CHROMIS and CRISP instruments on the Swedish 1-m Solar Telescope in the
Ca II K , Ca II 854.2 nm, Hα, and Fe I 630.1 nm and 630.2 nm lines. We analysed the various line profiles and in addition perform
multi-line, multi-species, non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE) inversions to estimate the spatial and temporal variation of
the chromospheric structure.
Results. We investigate which spectral features of Ca II K contribute to the frequency-integrated Ca II K brightness, which we use as a
tracer of chromospheric radiative losses. The majority of the radiative losses are not associated with localised high-Ca II K-brightness
events, but instead with a more gentle, spatially extended, and persistent heating. The frequency-integrated Ca II K brightness correlates
strongly with the total linear polarization in the Ca II 854.2 nm, while the Ca II K profile shapes indicate that the bulk of the radiative
losses occur in the lower chromosphere. Non-LTE inversions indicate a transition from heating concentrated around photospheric
magnetic elements below log τ500 = −3 to a more space-filling and time-persistent heating above log τ500 = −4. The inferred gas
temperature at log τ500 = −3.8 correlates strongly with the total linear polarization in the Ca II 854.2 nm line, suggesting that that the
heating rate correlates with the strength of the horizontal magnetic field in the low chromosphere.
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1. Introduction

Active regions (ARs) are areas in the solar atmosphere with a
high average magnetic flux density. They appear brighter than
the surrounding atmosphere in most chromospheric and coro-
nal diagnostics (e.g., Athay 1975). The enhanced brightness is
indicative of enhanced radiative energy losses. Typical estimates
for the radiative energy losses in the quiet Sun are 4 kW m−2,
while for active regions they are 20 kW m−2 (e.g., Withbroe &
Noyes 1977; Vernazza et al. 1981).

The chromospheric radiative losses per volume in 1D mod-
els are largest just above the temperature minimum, implying
that the largest energy deposition rate occurs there too. The tem-
perature minimum itself has a temperature close to its radiative
equilibrium value in models like VALC (Holweger & Mueller
1974; Vernazza et al. 1981; Carlsson et al. 1992; Edvardsson et al.
1993). If the temperature there is larger, then even the tempera-
ture minimum is losing energy through radiative cooling.

Emerging flux regions harbour a variety of events, which in
areas of limited extent in time and space lead to strong chromo-
spheric heating, such as Ellerman bombs (EBs) and UV bursts
(e.g., Peter et al. 2014; Toriumi et al. 2017), a picture that has
been roughly confirmed by numerical simulations (Danilovic
2017; Hansteen et al. 2017).
? Movies attached to Figs. 1 and 4 are available at
https://www.aanda.org/

An important aspect of flux emergence in the chromosphere
is the interaction of the emerging magnetic field with itself. Flux
typically appears on the surface on granular scales in a sea-
serpent configuration and it can get rid of its mass and emerge
further through self-reconnection in the photosphere (Cheung
et al. 2010). In the chromosphere it will interact with previ-
ously emerged loops that might have a different direction, and
is then in a favourable configuration for Joule dissipation and/or
reconnection to take place. Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) mod-
elling of flux emergence and the resulting formation of current
sheets upon interactions with pre-existing ambient magnetic
field was investigated by Galsgaard et al. (2005). For a detailed
overview of the observational and theoretical aspects of flux
emergence (see Schmieder et al. 2014; Cheung & Isobe 2014).
Ortiz et al. (2014, 2016) and de la Cruz Rodríguez et al. (2015a)
discuss observations of the emergence and rise through the
chromosphere of one small-scale loop in detail.

Heating in resistive MHD must happen through dissipa-
tion of currents. Numerical simulations indicate that resistive
MHD is not sufficient to accurately describe the partially
ionised solar chromosphere. Radiation-MHD models of emerg-
ing flux that employ standard resistive MHD typically give rise
to cold (<2300 K) bubbles in the upper photosphere and low
chromosphere at heights of roughly 300–1000 km above τ500 = 1
(Martínez-Sykora et al. 2008, 2009; Tortosa-Andreu & Moreno-
Insertis 2009; Ortiz et al. 2014). The MHD codes must employ
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an artificial extra heating term to prevent the temperature in these
bubbles from falling further. Cold bubbles are also observed, but
inversions do not retrieve the same low temperatures as in the
simulations (de la Cruz Rodríguez et al. 2015a).

A step beyond standard resistive MHD is the inclu-
sion of some plasma physics processes in the models, espe-
cially collisions between ion and neutral atoms that create an
anisotropic resistivity. The resulting resistivity for cross-field
current (Pedersen resistivity) is much larger than the Spitzer
resistivity and leads to strongly enhanced energy dissipation and
increased temperature in the chromosphere in simplified simula-
tions of flux emergence (Leake & Arber 2006; Arber et al. 2007;
Leake & Linton 2013).

More realistic radiation-MHD simulations also show that
inclusion of ion-neutral interaction effects leads to an increase
in dissipation of magnetic energy and increased chromo-
spheric temperatures (Martínez-Sykora et al. 2012, 2015, 2017;
Khomenko & Collados 2012; Shelyag et al. 2016). However,
such realistic radiation-MHD simulations including strong flux
emergence and ion-neutral interactions have so far not been
reported.

There are still many open questions associated with flux
emergence through the chromosphere. The main question is still:
how is the energy transported to and dissipated in the chromo-
sphere to compensate for the large observed radiative losses.
The magnetic field obviously plays an important role in these
processes.

Skumanich et al. (1975) and Schrijver et al. (1989) demon-
strated correlation of Ca II K brightness and photospheric ver-
tical magnetic field. They used ∼110 pm wide filters centred
on the line Ca II K core, and the intensity that they employed
thus contains considerable contamination from photospheric sig-
nal. The chromosphere of emerging flux regions contains much
more horizontal field than vertical field, but to our knowl-
edge no studies have been performed studying the relation
between the horizontal field and atmospheric structure and
radiative losses. Here we report on an emerging flux region
observed with the Swedish 1-m Solar Telescope (SST, Scharmer
et al. 2003) where we focus on this colour relation. Section 2
describes the target, the observational setup, and the data reduc-
tion; Sect. 3 contains our analysis and results; we conclude in
Sect. 4.

2. Observations and data reduction

2.1. Target and observational setup

Our target was the active region NOAA 12593, which started
emerging on 2016-09-19 around 00:00 UT. We observed it with
the SST on 2016-09-19 between 09:31:29 UT and 09:57:03 UT,
using the CRISP (Scharmer et al. 2008) and CHROMIS
(Scharmer, in prep.) instruments. The active region was located
close to disk centre, with heliocentric coordinates of the centre
of the field-of-view (FOV) at the beginning of the observa-
tions (x, y) = (−68,−6) arcsec, and an observing angle µ =
1.00.

The CRISP instrument observed the Fe I 630.1 nm line with
nine equidistant wavelength positions between ±19 pm and the
603.2 nm line with 7 wavelength positions between −28 pm and
+8 pm with full Stokes polarimetry. The Hα line was sampled
in 16 wavelength positions non-equidistantly spaced between
−210 pm and +140 pm from the line core. CRISP also observed
the Ca II 854.2 nm line with 21 positions with two wavelength
positions at ±170 pm from the line core, and 19 positions

spaced evenly between −76.5 pm and +76.5 pm with full Stokes
polarimetry. The total cadence of this sequence was 36.6 s.

CHROMIS was used to observe the core of the Ca II K line as
well as a single wavelength point in the continuum at 400.0 nm.
The Ca II K line was sampled using 39 points: two wavelength
positions at ±133 pm from the line core, and 37 positions spaced
evenly between −70.5 pm and +70.5 pm, with 3.8 pm between
the positions. The cadence was 14.5 s, except for a few scans
around the 100th repeat of the sequence where it rose to 16 s
owing to a computer problem. The spectral PSF of CHROMIS
at 393 nm is 12 pm.

The data were post processed using Multi-Object Multi-
Frame Blind Deconvolution (MOMFBD, van Noort et al. 2005)
using the CRISPRED data processing pipeline (de la Cruz
Rodríguez et al. 2015b), with modifications made as necessary
to accomodate the CHROMIS data. The CRISP data were then
carefully aligned with the CHROMIS data and resampled to the
CHROMIS pixel scale of 0.′′0375. We estimate that the alignment
is better than 0.′′05.

Because the CRISP data were obtained with a lower cadence
we interpolated the CRISP data to the CHROMIS cadence using
nearest-neighbour interpolation in the time dimension. As a final
step we performed an absolute intensity calibration of the data by
scaling the data numbers in a quiet patch of the observations to
the intensity of the atlas profiles from Neckel & Labs (1984).

2.2. Overview of observations

Figure 1 shows an overview of the observations. The CRISP
and CHROMIS data do not have the same FOV, and the cen-
tres of their FOV are not exactly at the same location. Panel a
shows the continuum, with a group of large pores in the upper
right and smaller pores scattered throughout the FOV. Panels b
and c show the photospheric magnetic field (see Sect. 2.3).
The FOV shows a complex pattern of positive and negative
magnetic flux density, with elongated granulation and extended
patches of medium strength horizontal field indicating ongoing
flux emergence along the line between (x, y) = (30, 14) arc-
sec and (x, y) = (48, 33) arcsec. The images in the wings of
the Ca II lines (panels d and g) show enhanced brightness
above the flux emergence. The line-core images (panels e,
f, and h) show a complex structure of chromospheric fibrils,
indicating the complex topology of the chromospheric mag-
netic field. We note that panels e and f show fan-shaped
jets around (x, y) = (50, 30) arcsec. The accompanying movie
of the entire time sequence display strong dynamics includ-
ing fine bright threads seen in the blue wing of Ca II K
(panel d).

Figure 2 shows example line profiles at the locations of
the coloured crosses in panel d of Fig. 1, and illustrates the
wavelength sampling. The line profiles show a large variation
depending on the sampled structure. Of particular interest are
the Ca II K profiles in the EB, the location from where the jets
are launched (jet base), and the bright thread. The profiles have
a high intensity in their line cores, and the cores are very wide
compared to the more usual profiles in a granule, intergranular
lane and the magnetic bright point. We also note that that the
magnetic bright point has the highest intensity in the outermost
points at ±0.133 nm.

2.3. Further data products

The entire sequence of Fe I data was inverted with a modi-
fied version of the Milne-Eddington inversion code presented in
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Fig. 1. Overview of observations taken at 09:44:37 UT. Panel a: continuum at 400 nm; panel b: Bz as inferred from a Milne–Eddington inversion of
the Fe I 603.1 nm and 630.2 nm lines, the colour scale ranges from −2.0 kG to 1.4 kG; panel c: horizontal magnetic field from the same inversion,
the colour scale ranges from 0 kG to 1.3 kG; panel d: Ca II K image in the K1v minimum of the average line profile; panel e: Ca II K at nominal line
centre; panel f: Hα at nominal line centre; panel g: blue wing of the Ca II 854.2 nm line; panel h: Ca II 854.2 nm at nominal line centre. The colour
scales are clipped to exclude the 0.5% darkest and brightest pixels. The coloured plusses in panel d indicate the locations for which line profiles
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3; the location of the xy subfield shown in Fig. 8 is indicated by a white box; the location of the timeslice shown in Fig. 9
with a blue line. An animated version of this figure showing the entire time sequence is available online.
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Fig. 2. Observed line profiles for the locations indicated with plus
signs in panel d of Fig. 1. The colour of the line profile matches the
colour of the plus sign. IGL: intergranular lane, GRN: granule cen-
tre, MBP: magnetic bright point, EB: Ellerman bomb, JB: jet base.
The outlying wavelength points for the Ca II profiles are not connected
by a line to avoid a false impression of the line profile shape. The
filled circles in the pore profile shows the wavelength sampling of the
observations.

Asensio Ramos & de la Cruz Rodríguez (2015) operating in 1.5D
mode, yielding estimates of the magnetic field vector in the pho-
tosphere. Example images of the observations and the inferred
photospheric magnetic field are shown in Fig. 1.

We used an automated feature detection code to charac-
terise the Ca II K line profiles. This code tries to find the
location of the K1v, K2v, K3, K2r, and K1r spectral features
for a given line profile. Once it has found these locations it
stores the intensity and wavelength of the features, and com-
putes the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) and full-width-
at-quarter-maximum (FWQM) by finding the wavelengths of the
two outmost intersections of the line profile between K1v and K1r
with the line

I = min(IK1v, IK1r) + a (max(IK2v, IK2r) −min(IK1v, IK1r)) , (1)

Fig. 3. Examples of the automated feature detection for the Ca II K line
profiles for different atmospheric structures. The vertical coloured lines
indicate the wavelength positions of features indicated in the legend.
IGL: intergranular lane, GRN: granule centre, MBP: magnetic bright
point, EB: Ellerman bomb, JB: jet base.

where a = 0.5 for the FWHM and a = 0.25 for the FWQM. The
difference of the two wavelengths is the width measure. The code
also stores the average of these wavelengths, which measures
the Doppler-shift of the emission peak at the quarter and half
maximum. Not all profiles show a central emission core or a K3
minimum. Such profiles are flagged as pure absorption (no K1
and K2) or single-peaked (no K2r and K3). In Fig. 3 we show the
results of the feature finder for the pixels indicated with plus-
signs in Fig. 1. The code correctly fits the features in panels
a, b, d, and g, but misidentifies one or more features in pan-
els c and e. The profile in panel f show three emission peaks
with some additional wiggles, and the classification using K2v,
K3, K2r is too simple. We note that because of the limited sam-
pling of the line profile (see Fig. 2) we cannot determine the
location of all features accurately, such as the locations of K1v
in panels e and f. Manual inspection of images of the various
fitted properties show however that the misidentification rate is
rather small, and typically happens for very bright and wide pro-
files with multiple emission peaks such as in panels e and f of
Fig. 3.

3. Results

3.1. Ca II K brightness and chromospheric heating

The precise mechanisms that heat the solar chromosphere under
various circumstances are not yet known and understood. These
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Fig. 4. Wavelength-summed Ca II K intensity taken at 09:44 UT. The
light blue and red contours divide the image into low, intermediate, and
high brightness areas. An animated version of this figure showing the
entire time sequence is available online.

processes must act because the average chromosphere emits
more radiation than predicted by radiative equilibrium models
(e.g., Withbroe & Noyes 1977), even in the quiet Sun. A funda-
mental problem is that neither the local heating rate nor even the
local radiative cooling rate can be measured directly. The local
net radiative cooling rate is∮
Ω

∫ ∞
0

αν (S ν − Iν) dν dΩ, (2)

with αν the extinction coefficient, S ν the source function, and
Iν the intensity, all as function of frequency ν and direction Ω.
What we measure is the emergent intensity:

Iν(z = ∞) =
∫ ∞

z0

αν S ν e−τν dz, (3)

with z0 a location sufficiently deep in the atmosphere so that
the integrand is zero and τν the optical depth. The only way to
get a quantitative estimate of the cooling rate from observations
is to construct an atmosphere model that is consistent with the
observed intensity Iν and compute the radiative cooling in the
model. This is beyond the scope of the current paper.

Here we take a simpler approach: We assume that the
Ca II K intensity, frequency-integrated over the inner wings and
line core, correlates with the total radiative cooling along the
line-of-sight, and thus with conversion of non-radiative and
non-thermal energy into heat in order to sustain the radiative
losses. This assumption is justified based on radiative transfer
modelling that shows that increased Ca II K emission indeed
corresponds to elevated temperatures in the chromosphere in
both 1D semi-empirical atmosphere models as well as those
computed from radiation-MHD models (Vernazza et al. 1981;
Carlsson & Leenaarts 2012).

In order to make the connection between our spectrally-
resolved data and total core emission we summed the inten-
sities at all wavelength positions for each timestep in our
Ca II K data. We then selected two brightness thresholds at
1.05 and 2.09 times the spatially and temporally averaged
value of the data. The lower threshold divides the images into
rather persistent dark and intermediately-bright areas. Inside
the intermediate-brightness bin we see many instances of high
brightness, some persisting over the whole time series, and some

more intermittent, which fall above the 2.09 level. The selection
of the thresholds is somewhat arbitrary, but serves adequately to
roughly separate the images into quiet-Sun-like areas, the flux-
emergence area and smaller high-brightness events. We show
this in Fig. 4 and the accompanying online movie.

In total, 66.8% of the pixels fall into the low-brightness bin,
32.6% in the intermediate bin and 0.60% in the high brightness
bin. The high-brightness pixels produce 3.3% of the total inte-
grated observed emission in the intermediate and high brightness
bin (i.e., the area associated with the flux emergence). Inspection
of the high-brightness bin events shows that they are typically
associated to cancellation of opposite polarity field in the photo-
sphere and/or reconnection between horizontal and vertical field
in the low chromosphere. They are spectacular, but appear to
play only a minor role in the overall heating because they cover
only a small fraction of the area. The exact percentages obvi-
ously depend on the threshold values, as well as the selection of
the FOV. In our case some of the areas around the edges of the
FOV with intermediate brightness do not contain vigorous flux
emergence. However, even with different threshold values and
FOV selection the question of chromospheric heating is then:
what caused the overwhelming majority of the emission in the
emerging flux region?

3.2. Ca II K profile properties and total brightness

In Fig. 5 we show images of the intensity of K1v and K2v as well
as the wavelength separation of the K1 minima and the FWHM
of the central emission peaks. The pores show the lowest K1v
intensity, with Trad = 3.89 kK, and the highest intensities are
in the bright patches associated with the flux emergence where
Trad can be as high as 5.78 kK. The K2v intensities are higher,
between 4.02 kK and 7.04 kK, with again the lowest values in
the pores, and the highest values in the region of the ongoing flux
emergence. The K1 separation and FWHM roughly fall between
30 pm and 170 pm, with lower values for the FWHM. The lowest
width values are associated with pores and areas with weak pho-
tospheric magnetic field (compare Fig. 1). The highest widths
are located again where the flux emergence is taking place. The
black pixels around this area are locations where the classifica-
tion algorithm failed in correctly determining one or more of the
spectral features.

In Fig. 6 we show histograms of the Ca II K profile proper-
ties separated for each brightness bin. These histograms were
created from the entire time-series. The mean K1v and K2v
brightness increases when going from the low-brightness to the
high-brightness bin. The same holds for the K1 separation. We
note that the peaks in the histogram at 0.20 nm and 0.26 nm
are a consequence of the large wavelength difference between
the densely sampled line core and the two outlying outer wave-
length points. The peaks are formed of those pixels where one
or both of the minima are located in the outer points. The
FWHM of the central emission peak behaves differently: the dis-
tributions for the low and intermediate brightness bins are very
similar, and only the high-brightness bin shows a clear increase
in FWHM.

3.3. Ca II K intensity and chromospheric magnetic field

We now turn our attention to the relation between the summed
Ca II K intensity and the chromospheric magnetic field. The
datasets contain full-Stokes observations in the Ca II 854.2 nm
line. The polarimetric accuracy of this data is of the order of
∼3× 10−3 and meaningful signal in Stokes Q and U is only
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Fig. 5. Properties of the Ca II K line profiles at 09:44:37 UT. Top row: intensities expressed as radiation temperatures in K1v and K2v. Bottom row:
wavelength separation of the K1 minima and full width at half maximum of the central emission peak. The brightness range of all images has been
clipped to enhance contrast. The light blue and red contours divide the image into low, intermediate and high brightness areas of the corresponding
wavelength-summed Ca II K image.

obtained in a small fraction of the pixels, mainly located close
to the pores. The Stokes V signals are stronger but also here
we do not detect signal throughout the FOV. In order to boost
the signal-to-noise ratio we therefore opted to compute the total
linear polarization:

TLP =
21∑
i=1

√
Q2

i + U2
i , (4)

where the sum is taken over all 21 observed wavelength positions
in the Ca II 854.2 nm line. Including the far wing wavelengths
does not add photospheric contamination because the polariza-
tion signal there is very weak. We also computed the integrated
circular polarization:

TCP =
16∑
i=6

|Vi|, (5)

where the sum is over the observed wavelength positions less
than 42.5 pm from nominal line centre. The wavelength range is
constrained to the line core because Stokes V shows noticeable
photospheric signal in the line wings.

These quantities do not provide quantitative information
about the horizontal and vertical components of the magnetic
field, but do provide qualitative information: stronger TLP (TCP)
generally means stronger horizontal (vertical) magnetic field
strengths around the height where the response function peaks.
This height is located roughly between −4 < log τ500 < −5 in
the 1D semi-empirical FALC atmosphere model (Quintero Noda
et al. 2016). In this flux emergence region this optical depth
might be lower owing to the elevated density compared to the
quiet Sun (Quintero Noda et al. 2017).

The upper row of Fig. 7 shows maps of TLP and TCP with
wavelength-summed Ca II K brightness contours overplotted at
09:43:54 UT. This time was chosen to minimise the time differ-
ence between the Ca II K and Ca II 854.2 nm scans owing to the
different cadence of the CRISP and CHROMIS observations.

The Ca II 854.2 nm line is not only sensitive to the Zeeman
effect, but also to atomic level polarization due to anisotropy in
the radiation field and depolarization by the Hanle effect (Manso
Sainz & Trujillo Bueno 2010; Carlin & Asensio Ramos 2015;
Štěpán & Trujillo Bueno 2016).

Three-dimensional radiative transfer calculations computed
with a 3D radiation-MHD simulation as input atmosphere indi-
cate that atomic level polarization and the Hanle effect generate
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Fig. 6. Histograms of Ca II K line profile features per brightness bin. Blue: low brightness; green: intermediate brightness; red: high brightness.
Upper left: intensity of the K1v feature. Upper right: intensity of the K2v features. Lower left: λK1r − λK1v, the wavelength separation between the
K1 minima. The three-peaked structure of the green and red distributions are caused by the sparse wavelength sampling furthest away from the line
core. Lower right: the full-width at half maximum of the emission peak between the K1 minima. The histograms are normalised so that the sum of
all bins times the bin width adds up to one.

linear polarization signals at the 10−3 level. These signals domi-
nate in quiet Sun areas of the model atmosphere, while in areas
with strong horizontal fields the linear polarization is dominated
by the Zeeman effect (Štěpán & Trujillo Bueno 2016). This gives
us reason to believe that our conclusions are not affected by
scattering polarization.

The TLP map structure is also not caused by cross-talk from
Stokes I. While the TLP map shows a rough correlation with
the wavelength-summed Ca II854.2 nm intensity, sharp individ-
ual bright and dark structures in the intensity image are not
present in the TLP map, which would be the case if the cause
was cross-talk.

The TLP panel shows a pattern of dark square grid lines.
These are the edges of the MOMFBD image restoration patches.
At the edges the final signal is composed of a linear combination
of both patches, lowering the noise, and thus appearing dark in
the image. The TLP appears concentrated within the blue con-
tours, with the highest values in the upper-right corners close to
the pores (cf. Fig. 4. While some of the highest TLP values fall
within the red high-Ca II K -brightness contour, there are many
high values that do not.

The TCP panel shows more intermittent structure, with
the strongest signal above the photospheric magnetic elements.
Almost all signal is contained within the blue contours.

The lower panels show joint probability distributions of
the total linear and circular polarization in the Ca II 854.2 nm
line and the wavelength-summed Ca II K intensity. The TLP
panel shows that high TLP correlates with high Ca II K bright-
ness, even though the distribution has a fairly large spread. The
TCP panel shows a more ambiguous result. The correlation

coefficient is still relatively high at r = 0.45, but the shape of
the distribution shows considerably more structure than the TLP
panel. The most notable case is the horizontal arm at a Ca II K
intensity of 1.2.

We interpret these results as follows: the flux emergence
produces a multitude of low-lying magnetic field lines in the
lower chromosphere. These field lines are rooted in photo-
spheric magnetic elements. Above these elements the magnetic
field still has an appreciable vertical component, which is
depicted in the TCP image, but further away from the mag-
netic elements the field is mainly horizontal. The horizontal
field in the low chromosphere where the TLP signal is formed
appears space-filling. The correlation between TLP and Ca II K
intensity implies a heating function that scales with magnetic
field strength. Because neither diagnostics are linear (unknown
dependence for Ca II K brightness and chromospheric heating,
while TLP scales as B2

hor) we cannot comment on the func-
tional dependence of heating as function of horizontal field
strength.

3.4. Non-LTE inversions

As a final step in the analysis of the data we estimate the 3D
structure of the temperature in the emerging flux region through
non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE) inversion of
our observations.

We perform the inversion using the STiC inversion code
developed by de la Cruz Rodríguez et al. (2016). This code uses
the RH code (Uitenbroek 2001) as the radiative transfer engine.
It assumes that each pixel is an independent plane-parallel
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Fig. 7. Ca II K summed intensity and polarization signal in Ca II 854.2 nm at 09:44 UT. Upper panels: maps of the total linear and circular
polarization in the Ca II 854.2 nm line with the wavelength-summed Ca II K brightness contours defined in Sect. 3.1 overplotted. The brightness
range of the images has been clipped to enhance contrast. Lower panels: joint probability distributions of the total linear and circular polarization in
the Ca II 854.2 nm line and the wavelength-summed Ca II K intensity computed from the data shown in the upper panels. The Pearson correlation
coefficient r and the p value are indicated at the top of both panels. The colour of the hexagons is proportional to the logarithm of the number of
points in each bin, with darker colour indicating more points.

Table 1. Number of nodes used in the inversions.

Quantity xy image st-slice

min(log τ500) −8.2 −7.8
max(log τ500) 0.6 0.4
T 10 9
vz 9 5
vturb None 4
|B| 2 3
Inclination 2 3
Azimuth 1 1

atmosphere, includes the effect of partial redistribution (PRD) in
moving atmospheres following Leenaarts et al. (2012), and can
solve the non-LTE radiative transfer problem for multiple atomic
species and lines simultaneously.

The inversion code produces as output for each pixel a 1D
atmosphere (temperature, vertical velocity, magnetic field vector
and optionally microturbulence) on a log τ500 height scale. The

inversion code assumes hydrostatic equilibrium and a smooth
variation of each parameter between the nodes.

Here we used the Ca II K line, the Ca II 854.2 nm line,
the Fe I 630.1 nm and 630.2 nm lines and the continuum at
400.0 nm simultaneously. We treated the Ca II atom in non-
LTE with the H&K lines in PRD. The Fe I lines are treated
assuming LTE. We inverted the entire time series for all pix-
els along the blue line indicated in Fig. 1, as well as a 2D
FOV (white rectangle in Fig. 1) in a single time step at
09:43:54 UT.

Owing to the different cadence of CHROMIS (14.5 s) and
CRISP (36.6 s), the maximum time difference between different
spectral line scans that are inverted together can be up to 18 s.
For the time-dependent inversion this is an unavoidable limita-
tion. The time step for which we invert a 2D patch was chosen
so that the time difference between the observation of the central
wavelength of Ca II K and Ca II 854.2 nm was 0.9 s, to min-
imise the inconsistencies of the multi-line inversion caused by
the possibly fast temporal evolution in the chromosphere.

The xy image and the st-slice inversion were performed with
slightly different setups, which are summarised in Table 1.
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Fig. 8. Results from the non-LTE inversion of the Ca II K , Fe I, and Ca II 854.2 nm lines in a 2D FOV at 09:43:54 UT. Panel a shows the vertical
magnetic field in the photosphere, while panels b–e show the inferred temperature at different 500 nm continuum optical depths, as specified above
each panel. Panel f displays the total linear polarization in the Ca II 854.2 nm line. Panels d–f show the photospheric vertical magnetic field in
semi-transparent red and blue colours for comparison. The overlap with the st-slice shown in Fig. 9 is indicated by the blue line. The brightness of
each panel is clipped at the brightest and darkest 0.5% of the pixels. The range of the grey scales is indicated between square brackets. The FOV
used for the inversion is indicated in panel d of Fig. 1.

Fig. 9. Results from the non-LTE inversion of the Ca II K , Fe I, and Ca II 854.2 nm lines in a time-slice indicated by the diagonal line in panel d
of Fig. 1. The upper left panel shows the vertical magnetic field in the photosphere, while the panel c–f show the inferred temperature at different
500 nm continuum optical depths, as specified above each panel. Panel f shows the total linear polarization signal in the Ca II 854.2 nm line. The
brightness of each panel is clipped at the brightest and darkest 0.5% of the pixels. The range of the colour scales is indicated between square
brackets. Panels c–f show the photospheric magnetic field in semi-transparent red and blue for comparison. The overlap with the xy-region shown
in Fig. 8 is indicated by the blue line in the upper left panel.
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The non-LTE inversion technique is a powerful method to
derive atmospheric quantities. However, it has a number of limi-
tations: The inversion assumes that each pixel is a plane-parallel
atmosphere. Three-dimensional radiative transfer is however
important in the cores of the Ca II lines (Leenaarts & Carlsson
2009; Leenaarts et al. 2009; Björgen et al. 2018), and its neglect
might lead to errors in the upper chromosphere of the inferred
atmosphere models.

The strongly scattering nature of these lines lead to a
decreased contrast in the retrieved temperature maps. Test inver-
sions with the Ca II 854.2 nm line indicate that small pockets
of material cooler than ∼4000 K will typically not be retrieved
(de la Cruz Rodríguez et al. 2012).

The inversions that we performed here assume a smooth
variation of atmospheric parameters through spline interpo-
lation in between the nodes (Ruiz Cobo & del Toro Iniesta
1992). While nodes can in principle be placed arbitrarily close
together in log τ500-space, in practice placing them equidistantly
is the most practical approach when inverting large numbers
of pixels. Our results can therefore never represent sharp ver-
tical gradients in, for example, magnetic field strength and
temperature that we expect to be present in the solar atmo-
sphere.

There is also a degeneracy between fitting line widths with
microturbulence or temperature (cf. Figs. 4 and 5 of Carlsson
et al. 2015, for an example in the Mg II h&k lines, which
have a similar formation mechanism as the Ca II H&K lines).
In test computations we find that the latter effect can lead to
temperature differences up to 1000 K in the inferred atmo-
spheres when performing inversions with and without microtur-
bulence.

Finally, the CRISP and CHROMIS data have different spa-
tial resolution, and each wavelength position is observed at a
different time, so that the spectrum fed into STiC is not strictly
cotemporal, but can, in this case have a time difference up to 16 s
between wavelength positions, which will affect results obtained
for structures that evolve faster than that in time.

Despite these caveats, inversion of chromospheric lines is an
excellent tool to build a spatially and temporally resolved picture
of the solar atmosphere. It is a powerful method including much
of the relevant physics, and is unbiased by human judgement.

Figure 8 shows the results for the inversion of the 2D FOV.
The most vigourous flux emergence is occurring in a diagonal
band from (x, y) = (30, 20) arcsec to (x, y) = (48, 34) arcsec. It
shows the spatial structure of the temperature at different heights
in the atmosphere, together with the photospheric vertical mag-
netic field for context. At log τ500 = −1.0 we see granulation and
the heating in the magnetic elements. At log τ500 = −2.0 we see
some reversed granulation, and the heating of the magnetic ele-
ments is more extended owing to the fanning out of the magnetic
field.

At log τ500 = −3.1 the scene changes qualitatively. Strong
increases in temperature start to appear that are not located
on top of the photospheric field concentrations. In addition, a
number of thin, thread-like regions of increased temperature are
present that span between regions of opposite photospheric mag-
netic field polarity. At log τ500 = −3.8 the temperature increase
becomes space-filling in the emerging flux region, with typical
temperatures around 6 kK. This behaviour is consistent with the
usual picture of expansion of the magnetic field with height to
form a magnetic canopy.

Above log τ500 = −4.0 the inversion result is dominated by
systematic errors and a lack of sensitivity, and therefore we do
not show it here. Instead we show the cospatial Ca II 854.2 nm

TLP map in panel f. Even though it is noisy, it shows a clear
correlation with the T (log τ500 = −3.8) in panel e.

In Fig. 9 we display the time variation of the inferred
atmosphere along a cut through the emerging flux region. The
location of this cut is indicated by the blue line in Fig. 1; the fig-
ure format is otherwise the same as for Fig. 8. We see a rather
similar behaviour: at log τ500 = −1.1 the photospheric flux con-
centrations appear bright; higher in the atmosphere the heating
becomes more spread out, and is not co-spatial with the photo-
spheric flux elements. Around log τ500 = −4 the heating in the
emerging flux region is rather homogenous, and the sites with
the highest temperatures are mainly located between the pho-
tospheric flux elements. There is relatively little time variation
in the temperature, indicating heating processes that are rather
persistent in time.

Finally, in Fig. 10 we show the correlation between the
inferred gas temperature at log τ500 = −3.8 and the total lin-
ear polarization in the Ca II 854.2 nm line. Both distributions
have some outlying arms owing to noise and artefacts. but the
bulk of the distributions follows a clear correlation, which is
corroborated by the correlation coefficients.

4. Summary and conclusions

We present imaging spectropolarimetric observations of active
region NOAA 12593. The chromosphere above the flux emer-
gence sites as seen in wavelength-summed Ca II K intensity is
persistently brighter than the surrounding atmosphere where no
flux emergence is taking place.

We divide the excess brightening into a spatially diffuse,
persistent-in-time, intermediate brightness part and a spatially
localised and more intermittent high-brightness part. The inter-
mediate brightness bin is the dominant contributor to the
overall brightness of the flux emergence region. We show
that the excess brightness in the intermediate bin is caused
by increased K1 (forming around the temperature minimum)
and K2 (forming in the low chromosphere) intensity, as well
as an increase in the K1 separation compared to the low-
brightness bin, but the FWHM of the emission peak is not
increased. This indicates that the excess heating in the chro-
mosphere occurs already deep in the chromosphere, around the
temperature minimum and just above it. The lack of increase
in FWHM might indicate that the upper chromosphere is not
as strongly affected by the heating. Alternatively, the Ca II K
FWHM might just not be sufficiently sensitive to temperature.
It would be interesting to repeat this analysis with Mg II h&k
data taken with the Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph
(IRIS, De Pontieu et al. 2014), because those lines have higher
opacity and are sensitive to temperatures at somewhat larger
heights.

Analysis of the total linear polarization of the Ca II 854.2 nm
line reveals that the emerging flux region is likely permeated
with space-filling horizontal magnetic fields. The TLP correlates
strongly with the wavelength-summed Ca II K intensity, much
more so than the TCP, which traces vertical field in the chromo-
sphere. This result indicates that the chromospheric heating rate
increases with increasing horizontal field strength.

Our multi-line, multi-atom, non-LTE inversions confirm that
the excess brightening observed in Ca II K indeed corresponds
to an increased temperature at the temperature minimum and
above. The inverted xy image shows instances of thin threads
of increased temperature around log τ500 = −3.1. We conjecture
that these are the signature of heating by current sheets as seen
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Fig. 10. Correlations between inferred gas temperature at log τ500 = −3.8 and the total linear polarization in the Ca II 854.2 nm line. Left-hand
panel: for the xy image shown in Fig. 8. Right-hand panel: for the st-slice shown in Fig. 9. The Pearson correlation coefficient r and the p value
are indicated at the top of both panels. The colour of the hexagons is proportional to the logarithm of the number of points in each bin, with darker
colour indicating more points.

in numerical simulations (Galsgaard et al. 2005; Hansteen et al.
2015).

In our observations the threads appear around the height of
the temperature minimum. This might be caused by a strong
overlying canopy of previously emerged magnetic field that
forces the interaction region where the currents form to lower
heights than in the simulations.

Around log τ500 = −4.0 the temperature in the flux emer-
gence region appears more homogenous, both in space and
time, even though structuring is still visible. We speculate
that this more homogenous heating can be caused by heating
through ion-neutral collisions, which appear to give rise to a
more homogenous distribution of currents and temperature than
Spitzer resistivity only (Arber et al. 2007; Leake & Linton 2013).
We note, however, that systematic biases intrinsic to our inver-
sions might influence the temperature structure on which we base
our conclusions.

In this paper we present a global analysis of the heating
in the chromosphere of emerging flux regions using multi-line
observations at high spatial and temporal resolution. Future work
should focus in detail on individual heating events, such as the
bright thread-like regions of increased temperature that we find
in the inversions, as well as a more detailed analysis of the
spatial and temporal structure of the temperature in the solar
chromosphere.

Our spectropolarimetric observations in the Ca II 854.2 nm
line have too low signal-to-noise (∼3× 10−3) to derive the hor-
izontal magnetic field in the chromosphere. This highlights
the need for imaging-spectropolarimetry in chromospheric lines
with a sensitivity at least an order of magnitude better, so that
inversion codes can provide estimates of the magnetic field
vector at multiple heights in the chromosphere.
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